Molecular band spectra reveal a left-right symmetry for atoms (Van Hooydonk, Spectrochim. Acta A, 2000, 56, 2273 (1-½π/n) 2 (5) 
we found that molecular band spectra suggest an atomic left-right symmetry [1] . If true, this only makes sense if this symmetry is also visible in atomic line spectra. So we decided to reanalyze the H Lyman ns½ series with precise data. Kelly's data [2] , though useful, have an error of 3 MHz. Erickson [3] claims a better precision with QED calculations, but these lack a classical CSB effect. To test CPT with the CERN AD artificial antihydrogen project [4] , data must be as precise as possible. Only H 1s2s is now accurate within parts in 10 14 -10 15 , an error of order 10 Hz [5] .
Not constant running Rydbergs RH(n) RH(n)=-EnH.n 2 (1) reflect errors in Bohr theory. The values for Lyman ns½-singlets in Table 1 are plotted versus 1/n in different from series limit E1H in Table 1 .
Internal anchor (3) is disregarded by NIST, despite its important classical meaning. Strangely enough n0 = 1.572273…≈ ½π (4) is the n-value where the extremum appears. This is close to the generic angle ½π for mirror planes. For these singlets, a true CSB oscillator, hidden in QED theory, appears: Fit (2) is consistent with QED and with data [2] but (4) and (5) Now, (2)- (5) leave a choice between CSB and QED. [6] .
The accuracy of closed classical CSB theory must be comparable with that of open complex QED theory
A harmony obeying π/n agrees with the de Broglie equation and since α/2π ≈ 2me/Mp, scale factor π is like fine structure constant over recoil [6] .
In CSB, H is not a 2-but a 4-fermion system [6] . H symmetry is broken with 1±me/mH (mH is hydrogen, me electron mass). Baryon mass in a reduced mass for a bound electron in atom H is 1,836.1526675 me (proton mass) for hydrogenic nssinglets, it is 1,838.1526675 me for anti-hydrogenic ns-singlets [6] . The value of 1+2me/Mp=1.001089 is consistent with the observed free electron anomaly.
CSB points to different scaling in world and antiworld. Lamb shifts provide the finer details of intraatomic chiral symmetry breaking.
